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PVC Insert

for Fixed Awning

Staple Groove Insert

PVC Insert

for Fixed Awning

Staple Groove Insert
A Milliken Origianl Product

CP-02
Dark Blue

CP-05
Burgundy

CP-01
Black

CP-03
Mid Blue

CP-04
Brown

CP-06
Green

CP-07
Gray

CP-08

Ivory

CP-09
Orange

CP-11
Red

CP-12
Clear

CP-13
Teal

CP-14
Terra cotta

CP-15
Turquoise

CP-18
Magenta

CP-16
White

CP-17
Yellow

CP-19
Plum

Please beware that printed color may not match the exact color of the insert.
Please refer to the sample insert for exact color matching.

CP-21
Beige

CP-22
Light Green

CP-24
Navy Blue

CP-25
Spruce

CP-29
Taco Bell Purple

CP-23
Light Blue

CP-20

Sunflower Yellow

350 Feet Each Box!

PVC Insert



One Source for Everything Awning
Fixed Awning Specialist Always Wholesale ... Never Retail

Since the introduction of acrylic awning and boat fabric, awning manufacturers have found that regardles how tight ones
tensions acrylic fabric in a structure, it almost always bags and sags in wet weather and dewy mornings, but usually
assumes a taut appearance when the sun hits the surface later in the day.

Supply Bright found a way to eliminate this negative in most instances.

The fabric is cut into ready-to-install panels and soaked in a water trough for about 16 hours overnight. The fabric is then
inserted “wet”, which puts the fabric into the frames at its maximum stretch point. Thereafter, since the fabric is uniquely
tensioned in 360 degrees in the Supply Bright frame structures, it usually stays taut in any kind of weather.

This element can help separate one local company from the rest of the crowd in the marketplace. It is another key,
distinctive feature of the Supply Bright System.

END OF THE "BAG & SAG"

For Acrylic Fabric

Supply Bright staples have gone through a manufacturing process change.  Previously our  staples were made by an
old type single-wire machines process, today the staples are made by a new and advanced multi-wires machine
process. The purpose of using the new multi wire machines is to make our  staples
� have a better outlook
� have less glue marks
� have a more powerful performance
� have more stable quality/specifications
� have higher production efficiency
�

Our overseas manufacturing partner and their R&D Department has made sufficient testing of the new multi wire
process by firing staples into the aluminum plates to verify the quality and performance of the multi wire process to
match or exceed the old single wire process.

Please remember that these staples are verified and guaranteed to work with the "Matched Component System" and
are manufactured to penetrate the staple channel of not more than 1mm thick.  If the staples are not being used with
our "Matched Component System" and the staple channel may be more than 1mm thick, adjustment to the air
pressure may solve any staple penetration problem.

Any further question, please don’t hesitate to let us know!

Twist & Lock

Galvanized Staples

Same StapleNew Look



PVC INSERT

FABRIC SELECTION CHART

The following PVC insert fabric selection charts compares Supply Bright’s PVC Insert to various
awning fabric colors to assist you in choosing the correct color PVC Insert for your fabric.  Note that
the colors selected are a close or sometimes exact color match to the fabric.  However, it is the
customer’s final decision to select the proper colors to match. Also be aware that the printed colors,
or screen colors, may not match the exact color of the insert of fabric.

CP-01 BLACK

CP-02 DARK BLUE

CP-03 MID BLUE

CP-04 BROWN

CP-05 BURGUNDY

CP-06 GREEN

CP-07 GREY

CP-08 IVORY

CP-09 ORANGE

CP-11 RED

CP-12 CLEAR

CP-13TEAL

CP-14 TERRA COTTA

CP-15 TURQUIOSE

CP-16 WHITE

CP-17 YELLOW

CP-18 MAGENTA

CP-19 PLUM

CP-20 SUNFLOWER

CP-21 BEIGE

CP-22 LIGHT GREEN

CP-23 LIGHT BLUE

CP-24 NAVY BLUE

CP-25 SPRUCE

CP-26 TACO BELL PURPLE

SATTLER SOLIDS

TEMPOTEST

TEMPOTEST FR

RECACRILL

RECSYSTEM

SUNBRELLA

6005

6041

6004

6001

ALL

6072

6023

6046

T24

T414

T416

T73

T5

T15/79

T93

T72

T426

T22-47

T12

T15/1

T75

8-103

172

102

567

176

171

554

115

170

103

102

176

199

6024

6008

6002

6008

6021

6049/6035

6009

6063

6020

6022

4608

4601

4631

4637

14609

4666

4689

4612

4602

4633

14610

4665

ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL

CP-01 BLACK

CP-02 DARK BLUE

CP-03 MID BLUE

CP-04 BROWN

CP-05 BURGUNDY

CP-06 GREEN

CP-07 GREY

CP-08 IVORY

CP-09 ORANGE

CP-11 RED

CP-12 CLEAR

CP-13TEAL

CP-14 TERRA COTTA

CP-15 TURQUIOSE

CP-16 WHITE

CP-17 YELLOW

CP-18 MAGENTA

CP-19 PLUM

CP-20 SUNFLOWER

CP-21 BEIGE

CP-22 LIGHT GREEN

CP-23 LIGHT BLUE

CP-24 NAVY BLUE

CP-25 SPRUCE

CP-26 TACO BELL PURPLE

ENNIS 74

COOLEY II P
LUS

COOLEY LITE

ULTRASHADE

WEATHERTYTE

MAJESTY

FIRESIST HUV

BLUE

GREEN

D RED

SUNFLOWER

51214

51245

51428

51207

51202

51219

51205

88031

88054

88056

88002

88055

88008427

431

425

418

438

509

426

2025

2114

0301

CBL22

4048

0606

2037

0248

0355

2648

CBL15

0123

CBL10

2114

0301

2020

4048

0606

2037

0248

0123

0355

2648

CBL15

UPS320

UPS305

UPS315

UPS308

UPS302

UPS301

UPS307

ALLALLALLALLALLALLALL

Note:  Supply Bright, LLC or its affiliates as suumed no repsonsibilty nor gaurantee (expressed or implied) the matching of any color PVC
Insert to any fabric listed in the above chart.  It is solely the customers responsibility to verify color matching prior to ordering.
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All metal orders may take 3-4 business days to ship.

Thanks Bruce..

you are the best.  I added 10 lengths of Mp1

and sending the PO right now...

B. Phillips - Canada

EXTRUSIONS - Ready For Shipment

Aluminum
Awning Extrusion

125” WALL X 25’
SQUARE TUBE

NOW
AVAILABLE
IN 25 FEET

ONLY



MATCHED

COMPONENT
STAPLE SYSTEM

TM

Bruce,

Got the samples thank you so much it

will be helpful and look more

professional when I go see my customer

and by the way these are really nice

and we installed the grey that you sent

me for Auto Zone and they loved it.

Shelia - Texas

All metal orders may take 3-4 business days to ship.

EXTRUSIONS - Ready For Shipment

Aluminum
Awning Extrusion

( Now Available in Aluminum and Steel)

NOW
AVAILABLE
IN 25 FEET

ONLY

.090” WALL X 25’



MATCHED

COMPONENT
STAPLE SYSTEM

TM

MP-3S
1” X 2” X .090” WALL
STANDARD STAPLE

Aluminum Extrusion
Mill Run

MILL RUN ORDER EXTRUSIONS
Estimated delivery time 5 to 7 weeks

1,000 pound minimum order*

Minimum Order Quantity: 39 pcsMinimum Order Quantity: 500 pcs

Minimum Order Quantity: 37 pcsMinimum Order Quantity: 38 pcs

Minimum Order Quantity: 48 pcsMinimum Order Quantity: 67 pcs

Minimum Order Quantity: 71 pcs

Minimum Order Quantity: 150 pcs

Minimum Order Quantity: 15 pcs23

*The items on this page are available by special order with a minimum order weight of 1,0000 pounds. Each item
has a different weight and therefore and different order quantity. Supply Bright cannot guarantee minimum order
quantity as all Mill Run Order Extrusions have a shipping and manufacturing tolerance of +/- 10%.

We reserve the right to ship +/- 5% per item ordered and chrage accordingly



Please call for availability and shipping times

Aluminum Extrusion

We reserve the right to ship +/- 5% per item ordered and chrage accordingly



Please call for availability and shipping times

Rectangular Flat Bar

Square Bar

A

Hex Bar
Round Rod

A

Round Tube/
Schedule Pipe Half Pipe

A

B

C

Rectangle or Square
Tube, Sharp Corners

A

B

C

Rectangle or Square
Tube, Radius Corners

Channel Channel / AA
Aluminum Association

Channel / American
Standard (Structural)

h-SectionI-Beam I Beam / American
Standard (Structural)

I-Beam
Boat Trailer

TeeTee / American
Standard (Structural)

Aluminum Extrusion

We reserve the right to ship +/- 5% per item ordered and chrage accordingly





Awning Kit Information

Supply Bright awning kits offer you the opportunity to offer awnings to your customers. Our awnings
will come to you with each truss cut and welded, and all lineal horizontalis will arrive cut to proper length
ready for assembly. Once the awning kit arrives, all you need to complete is the welding of the lineal
horizontal to the welded trusses , stretch & staple the fabric on to the(or use our non-weld Fast Clips)

completed frame, add the PVC Insert and install.

Some benefits of our awning kits…
1) Custom designed and standard awning styles are available as awning kits.
2) No Inventory to carry.
3) No wasted aluminum.
4) No drops from fabrication.
5) Any size or style can be made into an awning kit.
6) Below is a sketch of our standard awning styles.

The following information is required for an awning estimate…
1) The width of each awning
2) The height of each awning
3) The projection of each awning
4) The height of the sign band for each awning
5) If awning fabric is requested, specify type, manufacture and color.
6) Is the awning kit to be egg crate ready?

*** It is recommended to submit to Supply Bright a sketch
of the proposed awning with dimension listed ***

How To Request An Estimate For Your Awning Kit

WIDTH

H
E

IG
H

T

PROJECTION

S
IG

N
B

A
N

D

Lineal
Horizontals

Truss or
Double Truss



Awning Kit Information

Awning Fabrication Specifications…
1) All awning kits will be fabricated with 1” x 1” x .090 tubing unless specified in advance by customer.
2) Awning kits will have trusses welded together and each lineal horizontal will be cut to specific lengths to fit.
3) Fabric will NOT be attached to any framing.  If fabric is ordered, all fabric will come in one roll.  It becomes the

customers responsibility to cut the rolled fabric to fit.  Customers MUST verify fabric yardage prior to ordering.
4) Supply Bright does not fabricate free flowing valance.
5) There are different orientations of the fabric to fit the frame, it becomes the customers responsibility to inform

Supply Bright how they prefer to orientate the fabric on the frame.  Extra trusses or lineal horizontal made be
needed to fit the fabric orientation, and charges for extra will be added to final bill.

6) Supply Bright offers fabric welding through a third party and will be billed to the customer by Supply Bright (please
allow 2-3 weeks for all heat seaming).  Supply Bright DOES NOT offer any eradication service or digital printing
service.

7) Span between trusses will be 36 to 48 inches based on design and dimension of awning.  If other spacing is
required, please note at time of estimate request.

8) Due to UPS Ground shipping constraints, no one section will exceed 92 inches in width. All awnings exceeding the
92-inch width will be designed in sections with double trusses to secure section together.

9) If “egg crate ready” is required truss spacing and lineal horizontal spacing will be designed to fit with a 24”x 48”

egg crate with odd size space added to end of awning section.  Supply Bright does not offer egg crates.
10) Staple groove orientation

a. Rear horizontal will have staple groove facing up.
b. Front and side (bottom of truss) will have staple groove facing down.
c. Sign band will have staple groove facing out.
d. All double truss pieces will have staple groove facing inwards toward each truss.
e. Free flowing valance will have staple grove on bottom of frame facing out.

11) Unless stated on quote, Z-Clips, PVC Staple Groove Insert, and Fast Clips are not included with awning kits.
12)  Hardware for mounting, and attachments are not included. Electrical fixtures and components are not offered.
13) It is the customers responsibility to review any structural drawing supplied to or from Supply Bright with a local

Architect, Engineer, you Customer and the local Political Building Department(s)to be certain that these products
meet suitability fitness and legal building code compliance.  Supply Bright makes no representation, either
expressed or implied, that any drawings or our fabrication meet your local building codes.

How To Request An Estimate For Your Awning Kit - cont’d

Double
Truss



BREAKDOWN KITS

AWNING AND CANOPIES

Now Offering Custom Awnings
and Canopies from...

G-Gutter
Awning

Bahama
Awning

Standing
Seam

Awning

Fabric
Awnning

C-Channel
Architectural

Canopy

Louvered
Canopy

Start Your Awning Off Right!
Available Knock Down Kits or Complete

NO INVENTORY TO CARRY!
NO WASTE! - We Send Everything You Need!

In House Drafted & Manufactured to Your Specifications
Shipped Directly to You

Accurate.
Custom.

Easy to Use.



BREAKDOWN KITS

AWNING AND CANOPIES

Now Offering Custom Awnings
and Canopies from...

A Solution To All Your Metal Awning Needs.

Wholesale Awnings is a simple solution for sign and

awning companies to assist in providing to their

customers awning needs.

We create quality metal and fabric awnings to

enhance any sign or building.

Our goal is to provide fully fabricated and finished

canopies that are either completely assembled or

easily assembled.

The installation process is simple and secure and

included with all products is a complete installation

package to guarantee a secure connection.

Send in your drawing and specifications for an

immediate estimate!

Wholesale To The Trade



COLOR CHOICE FOR METAL CANOPIES

AND STANDING SEAM AWNINGS

RAL COLOR

ARM & BRACKET OPTIONS

For Canaopies and Shutters

G-GUTTER BRACKET & ARM AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Flange Wall Bracket Round Wall BracketDiamond Wall Bracket

SQUARE ARM ROUND RETRACTABLE ARM ROUND ARM CLEVIS ARM
(Turnbuckle)

RAL COLOR CHART



Need A Flex Face?

Need to Replace an Existing Flex Face?

Need to Replace a Pan Face for Flex Face?

Need a New face on an Existing Cabinet?

Digital Printed Flex Face Material Flex Face Frame Backside With
MI-20 Offset & Corner Backset Braces

Supply Bright’s unique system
for folding frame and face for

lower shipping cost

MATCHED

COMPONENT
STAPLE SYSTEM

TM

Installed Digital Flex Face
Internal Illumination

Installing a Flex Face
Retrofit to existing cabinet

Available
In Kit
Form
Only

Supply Bright offers Flex Frame kits for any size face.  Using our proprietary Flex Frame Profile you can retro-

fit a flex face to any existing cabinet with no modification necessary to the cabinet.

Our Flex Face Frame is designed to fit around the outside of the cabinet, Outside Dimensions (OD) is

necessary to create the correct size frame.  It is recommended that the ID of the Flex Frame be 1/4 inch

bigger then the OD of the cabinet.

Our Flex Frame profile will accept any type of customers substrate, digital print, screen print, vinyl

application, and can be either translucent of opaque

Supply Bright Flex Frames can be made to virtually any size.

Flex Face Frame
Extrusion Kit

Emily:

Thanks for being patient and you are very nice to work

with. Appreciate how you treat us here at Central.

Alan - Kansas



Available for New & EXISTING
Sign Cabinets

MATCHED

COMPONENT
STAPLE SYSTEM

TM

Frame for above Flex Face

14ft x 12 ft8ft x 12ft10x 15ft

Sample Frame

Back Side Showing Frame Structure

Front Side with Stretched Fabric

FLEX FACE KIT COMPONENTS
CROSS SECTION

Flex Face Frame
Extrusion Kit



MI-20
Backset
Brace

MP-5B
Flex Frame
Retainer

MI-22
Corner
Bracket

MI-21
Backset
Bar

FLEX FACE KIT COMPONENTS
CROSS SECTION

CORNER ISOMETRIC VIEW

MP-5B

MI-22

WELD
POINT

Lamp

Vinyl trim
insert

MI20

MI21
MI21

Fabric/
signface

Vinyl trim
insert

Wiring

MP5B

MP5B
MP5B

MP5B

Existing
Electrical

Existing
Raceway

MI20

Existing
Sign Cabinet

Weld Point
MI-22 TO MP-5B

Weld Point
MI-22 TO MP-5B

Weld Point
MI-22 TO MP-5B

Weld Point
MI-22 TO MP-5B

Weld Point
MI-21 to MI-20

Weld Point
MI-21 to MI-20

Weld Point
MI-21 to MI-20

Flex Face Frame
Extrusion Kit

Sketch of
Brace Supports

FLEX FACE KIT COMPONENTS
CROSS SECTION

Mounting and Attachment Hardware are NOT Included with Flex Face Kits.
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Manufactured by Supply Bright, Venice FL

Traditional Style Truss
Assembled with No Weld

FC-4R
FC-3 FC-4R

FC-6

FC-2

FC-4R

FC-4L
FC-4L

FC-4R

FC-15 FC-16
New

For

2020
New

For

2020



Our lightweight, powerful pneumatic staple guns are designed
especially for Milliken Profiles . This unique staple gun allows the
staples to pierce the aluminum and the fabric cleanly and easily to
hold the fabric securely in place in the staple channel.

The Air Hammer provides precisely the right amount of cushioned
force required to mold the vinyl inserts into the staple channel.

STAPLE GUN

AIR HAMMER

These versatile tensioning tools allow you to stretch the awning
fabric on any structure. A drum tight finish is assured when using
this tool.

TENSIONING CLAMPS

Now Available in Aluminum or Steel

These rugged mounting brackets are made from 1/4” aluminum
and are used to attach the Milliken Profile Awnings to the building
structures. The “Z” clips have been designed to meet most
building codes.

“Z” CLIPS

Using the Staple Gun our are used to attachTwist ‘n Lock Staples
the flex fabric to the sign retainer. The Awning Staples are available in
galvanized or stainless steel.

AWNING STAPLES

MATCHED

COMPONENT
STAPLE SYSTEM

TM

Awning Tools
and More...

Sold Exclusively by Supply Bright

STAPLE REMOVER
Forged from alloy tempered steel. A consistently made Osborne
quality product. Carefully hardened for long lasting use.
Hardwood handle with nickel plated ferrule.



Supply Bright
“Twist ‘n Lock” Staples

Awning
Chisel Point Staples

Supply Bright Twist ‘n Lock staples offer
a stronger hold on the awning material
than the standard chisel staples.  Our
custom staple have been designed for
the awning industry so the staple legs
will flare out in opposite directions and
twist as it travels through the staple
channel.  This Twist ‘ n Lock method
draws the fabric tighter to the frame and
enhances the locking of the fabric to the
frame.  Our Twist ‘n Lock staple has
been a proven industry design for over
30 years.

The chisel staple does not offer this
unique Twist ‘n Lock feature. In
contrast these staple legs, when
coming in contact with the staple
channel, travel straight through the
fabric and the staple channel.  There is
no increased locking of the fabric to
the frame as in our staples.

Twist ‘n Lock Staples

Why Trust Supply Bright Staples For Your Awnings?

Our Twist ‘n Lock staples are available in
5,000 count boxes and 50,000 count cases.

5/16” Crown x 3/8” Leg
(8.48mm x 9.53mm)



just wanted you folks to know we

love your awesome service.

much regards.

blessings

J & L Corcoran - Florida

Stapling Reference Manual:
Bound hard copies can be
purchased for $9.95 each

Included

with Purchase

of Tool Kit

MATCHED

COMPONENT
STAPLE SYSTEM

TM

QTY
1
1
4
1
1
4
1

DESCRIPTION
Staple Gun
Air Hammer
Fabric Tensioning Clamps (6 count)
Router Plate
Router Bit
Galvanized Staples (5,000 count)
Hand Held Staple Remover

Special Pricing For Tool Kit When Sold Together - Prices may change without notice

Awning Tools
and More...

Awning Fabrication Tool Kit
Sold Exclusively by Supply Bright



To be used as a stand-alone sealer or as a primer that can be painted over with
excellent adhesion. Dries within minutes and will last for years. Can be applied
over rusted or oxalated surfaces to prevent further corrosion. Lox VOC’s allows
you to use it in confined places, and it is water reducible - No Special Disposals
Requirements.

Aluminum Cleaners

Aluminum Cleaner
and Protector



Awning Fabric
Cleaner

IOSSO MOLD & MILDEW STAIN REMOVER – Concentrated!
Color & Fabric Safe!  Removes mold, mildew, algae stain, leaf stain, tree sap,
bird droppings, spider droppings, tough dirt, grease and oil, food and drink stains, blood
stains and more. Recommended for use on awnings, tents, boat covers, cushions,
carpeting, umbrellas, campers, camping gear, inflatable, fabrics, vinyl, plastic and
fiberglass. Safe for use on Sunbrella fabric. It is non-chlorine, biodegradable and has no
harmful vapors. One jar makes up to three gallons of solution. One gallon cleans 150 sq.
feet. Labeled in both English & French.
Available 4 oz. (makes 1 gal) 12 oz. (makes 3 gal.) and Special Order 65 oz.(makes 16 gals.)

IOSSO WATER REPELLENT – Invisible Protection!
Effective on all fabrics.  It protects from water, soil, oil, bird droppings, and environmental
pollutants. Recommended for use on awnings, canopies, tents, patio furniture, cushions,
umbrellas, tarps, boat covers, Bimini tops, hunting fabrics, camping gear, leather, synthetics,
and vinyl. Safe for use on Sunbrella Fabric. Formula is non-solvent, and non-silicon. One
gallon covers up to 150 square feet. Labeled in both English & French.
Available in 32 oz spray and 1 gallon ready to use & 1 gallon concentrate(5 gals.)

IOSSO SEAM SEALER  Invisible Protection!
IOSSO seam sealer prevents seams from leaking. It works best for use on cotton, cotton blends,
polyester and synthetic woven fabrics. Water repellency will vary with vinyl coated and vinyl
laminated fabrics due to seam construction. It will not change the look or feel of the fabric.  Ideal
for boat covers, awnings, tents, backpacks, etc. Labeled in both English & French. Available in 4
ox sppliactior bottle & 1 gallon ready to use.

IOSSO Cleans it all! These flat compressed sponges pop up into
a full sized sponge when wet. Super heavy duty sponges can be used to
clean just about anything. Works well with the Iosso Mold & Mildew Stain
Remover to clean boat seats, covers,

w

indows, counter-tops, etc. Once
wet they are 5-1/2" long x 2-3/4wide x 1/4 thick. Super absorbent and
long lasting. (Photo shows one flat, and one after it is wet. ) Price shown
is for one. Call for quantity pricing.

IOSSO VINYL and LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER
Protects from Drying and Cracking. This special blend cleans and conditions in an easy
spray formula.  With the finest natural oils, it  protect vinyl, leather, and rubber.  It restores
appearance, natural feel and makes scratches less visible.  It leaves a light gloss and
protects against drying & cracking. Non-silicone formula. Great for cleaning clear vinyl.
Labeled in both English & French. Available in 16 oz. spray bottle, or 1 Gallon ready to use.

Proudly Presenting Products
®



ODOR BUSTER - Permanently stops odor on contact.  Has No Odor, Leaves No Odor.
Available In: 4 oz., 32 oz., 1 gallon, and 5 gallons

E-Z SNAP - For Snaps, hinges and hardware.  Lubricates, waterproofs, and reduces friction.
Available In: 1.5 oz

SAFE-T-SOLVE: USDAA Bio Preferred Formula. Tough acting cleaner & de-greaser penetrates to lift grease,
oil, carbon, adhesive, glue, ink, marker, surface rust, road tar, dried bugs, black streaks and more.

Available In: 4 oz., 32 oz.,1 gallon, & 5 gallon

FIBERGLASS RE-CONDITIONER - One Step - Restores and Protects.  Removes oxidation, chalking, water
line, water spots, tar and oils.

Available in: 16 oz., 5 pounds, & 5 gallons

IOSSO METAL POLISH: - Removes oxidation, tarnish, surface rust, water spots, calcinedOriginal Formula
deposit, tar, oil, grease and even removes graffiti from many surfaces without scratching or dulling.

Available In: 3 oz., 6 oz., & 5 pounds

LIVE WELL CLEANER: - Cleans algae, mold & mildew, slime blood stains ands odors.  GreatSafe for Fish
for live wells, bait buckets, coolers, thermos jugs, refrigerators & freezers.

Available in: 4 oz.

TEAK CLEANER: - Clean your teak without harsh chemicals.  BiodegradableClean & Brightens in One Step
solution.

Available In: 16 oz., or 80 oz.

PONTOON CLEANER & POLISH: for Aluminum Pontoons and Boats - Removes oxidation, tarnish, surface
rust, waterline marks, tars, water spots and oils.

Available In: 1 lb only

IOSSO METAL POLISH: - Works the same as our original formula metalBio Based Formula & Odorless
polish.  Biodegradable, low VOC, low flame ability.  Passes CARB requirements for metal polish in the state of
California.

Available In: 1 lb, 5 lb, & 5 gallons

Tent & Camping Gear Cleaner - For use on all tenet fabrics, back backs, sleeping bags, cots, beds, chairs,
canvas covers and tarps. Maybe use on vinyl, plastic, canvas, carpeting and wood.  Removes dir, mold,
mildew, algae, tree sap, leaf stains, bird droppings, most food & drink stains and blood stains.

Available In: 12 oz only

COOLER CLEANER: - For coolers, ice chests, thermos bottles and plasticRemoves Mildew ands Deodorizes
ware.  Leaves no odor or residue.

Available In:   16 oz only

Products

Proudly Presents
®

Products listed on this page are special order available in quantities listed.

Additioanl
Cleaners & Polishers



To view Sattlers Complete Collection of Colors and Stripes,
Visit Our Web Site: www.SuppolyBright.Net

The Sattler elements collection offers a wide range of sun protection fabrics covering

classic solids and blockstripes, exciting new multistripes and featuring innovative new

design lines and specials.

Sattler’s awning fabrics are labeled with a UV factor which ranges from 40 to 80; therefore they

guarantee an effective sun protection. All products comprised in the collection are free of PVC, 100%

woven with solution-dyed branded acrylic and are produced under strict quality controls in order to

comply with the highest standards. With its high-tech products Sattler fulfills the quality promise to

achieve premium quality and at the same time meets a wide range of demands.

One of our most successful designs is the Lumera Landscape line. This unique trend-
design has created a completely new category.

Buildings and materials always appear best when they blend well into their
surroundings. Lumera Landscape fabrics focus on the balance between the natural

environment and man-made objects. The designs are inspired by the vast array of
patterns, structures and textures that nature provides for our interpretation.
Lumera Landscape fabrics are woven with a specially developed acrylic multifilament yarn better
known as "CBA-yarn". Studies show that up to 50% less dirt adheres to LUMERA in comparison to
conventional awning fabrics.

Awning Fabric



ENNIS 1974
Ennis 1974 is a PVC coated Polyester with a PVDF/Acrylic finish - a

choice materila for awnings, tents, canopies, gazebos, inflatable

structures, and light frame supported sructures. The material undergoes

a lacquering treatment (Rotofluo W) of surface coatings to protect and

insulate the PVC layer. Treated with a thin acrylic/flourinated PVDF blend

on one side and an acrylic lacquer coating on the other.  Ennis 1974

provides thermal insulation, sound proffing, superior chemical aging

resistance, fire resistance, UV and Gamma radiation stability, and

exceptional properties in tension and deflection.

Awning Fabric



Flame Retardent
Popular Solid Colors

See Our Web Site For The Complete Selection Of

Tempotest Solids And Striped Fabric

Awning Fabric

Supply Bright is proud to announce the arrival of TempoTest Awning fabric.  Available for immediate shipping (in 5 yard minimum

order) you can choose from a full pallate of solid colors or over 85 unique stripe pa# erns.  Compare TempoTest Fabric to th most

popular awning farbic and you will be amazed to find how outstanding TempoTest truly is...

Tempotest fabrics integrate perfectly in any outdoor space crea!ng a protec!on from the sun radia!on, adding a touch of colour
and elegance. Tempotest is the biggest fabric collec!on for awning, created for any life style. The quality of the solu!on dyed fibre

and the innova!ve finishing Teflon® Extreme by Parà fabric protector, make Tempotest fabrics water/oil repellent, resistant to

mould, stains, salt and U.V. fading.

TempoTest Fabric Offers...
� Dupont Teflon Technology
� Industry standard 10 year warranty
� 47” width fabric offers 98 patterns/colors
� 60” width fabric offers 30 color (also available in waterproof acrylic backing)
� 85 stripe patterns
� 8.8 ounce weight for standard fabric
� highest overall tongue strength
� Highest tensile strength @ 170/100 DaN



Specifications
DESCRIPTION:
High performance backlit fabric for all digital printers,
specifically made for outdoor use.

Enhanced clarity and visible image creation by
suitable transmittance.

WEIGHT: 15 ounces / 17 ounces
WIDTH: 15oz: 61inches x 50 yards

17oz: 80 inches x 35 yards

SURFACE: High Gloss Finish
TRANSPARENCY: Unique bluish white translucent substrate

for wide format backlit display.
ABRASION RESISTANCE: Tensile Strength > WARP: 700, WEFT: 800
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY: Tearing Strength > WARP: 140; WEFT: 160;

Denier: 500x800 / 18x14
FLEXIBILITY: Elongation > WARP: 27.5; WEFT: 33.5
FLAME RESISTENCE: Approved California State Fire Marshall Title 19,

SEC 1237 ASTM E84-81A Flame Spread Rating
Class A (15)

MILDEW RESISTANCE: Excellent
WATER REPELLENCY: Waterproof
SEWABILITY: Excellent
HEAT SEALABILITY: Excellent
ADHESION STRENGTH: Adhesion Strength > WARP: 156; WEFT: 163
UV PROTECTION: Excellent

Majesty is a brilliant back-lit fabric which has a white backing which enhances color
translucency. This is a proven choice for both awning and sign.

Majesty will provide long term durability to your application and create the vibrant
attention you would expect from your back-lit awning.

Great fabric choice for our Flex frames.

Awning Fabric



Ultrashade Platinum is a laminated vinyl material with a polyester weft inserted scrim that has
great strength and durability. Ultrashade Platinum is the perfect solution for awning and canopy
applications. This versatile vinyl is used for many other shading or utility type coverings for interior
and exterior uses. Ultrashade is constructed with a matte top surface which gives the vinyl a softer
more classic fabric appearance. It has good UV durability and is mold and mildew resistant. It is
dimensionally stable and maintains good strength qualities throughout its life expectancy.
Ultrashade Platinum meets the following flame retardancy codes: NFPA701, CSFM, ASTM E-84
(classA).

FEATURES:

� Matte smooth surface

� Classic fabric appearance

� God UV durability

� Polyester weft inserted scrim

� Dimensionally stable

� Mold and Mildew resistant

� Heat sealable (RF & Hot Air)

� Digitally or screen printable

� Graphics - High Performance
(not warranted under mfg’s warranty)

Awning Fabric



Width: 60”

RSY-117 RAW RSY-114 PEARL RSY-126 LINENRSY-099 WHITE

RSY-173 DARK
BLUE

RSY-172 BLUE RSY-170 ADMIRAL
BLUE

RSY-199 ATLANTIC
BLUE

RSY-164 CHARCOAL
GREY

RSY-150 DARK
GREY

RSY-103 BLACKRSY-127 MOONROCK

RSY-175 CAPTAIN
NAVY

RSY-136 CARBON
SILVER

RSY-138 CADET
GREY

RSY-174 NAVY
BLUE

RSY-102 FOREST
GREEN

RSY-176 RED RSY-177 BURGUNDYRSY-100 BEIGE

RSY-103 BLACK

RECSYSTEM TECHNICAL FEATURES

Brand Recsystem

Composition 100 % Solution Dyed Acrylic

Width 60” ±1 %

Weight 9.60 oz ±5 % (UNE 53352)

Finish Acrylic resin one side, Fluorocarbon finished both sides

Water Column >1000 mm (UNE EN ISO 20811)

Standard Roll Length 65.64 yds

One way we believe “we’re woven differently” is the way we respond to consumer
demand; we’re continually looking to our customers to guide us as we diversify our
product line. Based on an increasing demand for an acrylic fabric that has superior
performance under extreme weather conditions, we present Recsystem, a highly du-
rable resin coated solution dyed acrylic for the Marine and Awning Industry.

' Outstanding fade resistance only solution dyed acrylic fabrics can provide.
' Withstands harshest weather conditions.
' Blocks up to 99% of harmful UV rays.
' Dirt and oil repellent, mildew resistant, and antibacterial.
' Superior water resistance due to double coating (Fluorocarbon both sides, acrylic resin one side).
' Combines waterproofness and breathability.
' Will not unravel when scissor or knife cut.

New undercoating.

Our new undercoating is nearly invisible from most angles, contains two different and highly
effective antimicrobial agents, eliminates leaking and misting in driving rain storms, and is
highly resistant to crazing and marking.

Features:

Awning Fabric



PREMIUM COLORS

*RECacril ® slub fabrics are visually different from front to back. Either side is usable. Be careful in orientation.

R-791 BEIGE SLUB TWEED
47”

R-794 SAND SLUB TWEED
47”

R-793 LINEN SLUB TWEED
47”

R-792 TAUPE SLUB TWEED
47”

R-165 MAUVE
47”

R-110 LILLY
47”

R-169 STEEL BLUE
47”

R-172 BLUE
47” / 60”

R-232 DENIM NEW
47”

R-170 ADMIRAL BLUE
47” / 60”

R-160 PISTACHIO
47”

R-187 JADE NEW
47”

R-163 GREEN
47” / 60”

R-248 HUNTER NEW
47”

R-164 CHARCOAL GREY
47” / 60”

R-150 DARK GREY
47”

R-186 SILVER NEW
47”

R-196 TITANIUM NEW
47”

R-161 GREY
47” / 60”

R-127 MOONROCK
47” / 60”

R-171 TURQUOISE
47”

R-173 DARK BLUE
47”

R-174 NAVY BLUE
47” / 60”

R-162 KHAKI
47”

R-102 FOREST GREEN
47” / 60”

R-103 BLACK
47” / 60” / 78” / 98”

R-123 ARGENTA GREY
47” / 60”

R-194 ASH NEW
47”

R-114 PEARL
47”

R-181 COFFEE NEW
47”

R-193 LIGHT BLUE
47”

R-229 SAPPHIRE NEW
47”

R-175 CAPTAIN NAVY
47” / 60”

R-142 EMERALD
47” / 60”

R-198 NICKEL NEW
47” / 60”

R-138 CADET GREY
47” / 60”

R-149 CORN NEW
47”

R-185 PUMPKIN NEW
47” / 60”

R-182 VERMILLION
47” / 60”

R-243 TAPENADE NEW
47”

R-100 BEIGE
47” / 60”

R-126 LINEN
47” / 60”

R-117 RAW
47” / 60”

R-101 MANDARIN
47”

R-105 SALMON
47”

R-104 CHESTNUT
47” / 60”

R-156 BROWN
47” / 60”

R-099 WHITE
47” / 60”

R-115 CREAM
47”

R-133 CINNAMON
47”

R-139 HEATHER BEIGE
47” / 60”

R-220 ARGENT NEW
47”

R-241 PHOENIX NEW
47”

R-177 BURGUNDY
47” / 60”

R-244 DUN NEW
47”

R-178 TOAST
47” / 60”

R-217 IVORY NEW
47”

R-554 YELLOW
47” / 60”

R-176 RED
47” / 60”

R-143 HEMP BEIGE
47” / 60”

R-195 CACAO
47”

R-222 OAK BUFF NEW
47”

R-180 SAND
47”

R-122 SEASHELL
47”

R-567 ORANGE
47” / 60”

Slub Solids

R-771 GREEN TWEED
60" Only

Tweeds Solids

R-197 LEAD TWEED NEW
47”

R-776 TAUPE TWEED NEW
47”

R-774 SMOKE TWEED NEW
47”

R-770 CHARCOAL TWEED
47” / 60”

R-775 LINEN TWEED
47” / 60”

R-239 YELLOW TWEED NEW
47”

R-773 RED TWEED
60" Only

R-772 BLUE TWEED
60" Only

Width: 60” PREMIUM COLORS

R-185 PUMPKIN NEW R-176 RED R-182 VERMILLION R-177 BURGUNDY

R-143 HEMP BEIGE R-775 LINEN TWEED R-567 ORANGER-554 YELLOW

R-142 EMERALD R-163 GREEN R-102 FOREST GREEN R-771 GREEN TWEED

R-123 ARGENTA GREY R-138 CADET GREY R-161 GREY R-127 MOONROCK

R-198 NICKEL NEW R-164 CHARCOAL GREY R-770 CHARCOAL TWEED R-103 BLACK

R-126 LINEN R-100 BEIGE R-178 TOAST R-139 HEATHER BEIGE

R-773 RED TWEED R-104 CHESTNUT R-156 BROWN R-172 BLUE

R-772 BLUE TWEED R-170 ADMIRAL BLUE R-174 NAVY BLUE R-175 CAPTAIN NAVY

R-117 RAWR-099 WHITE

FEATURES:
� Tighter weave
� Superior Stability
� Unsurpassed fade resistance
� Better to cut and sew
� Proprietary Infinity finishing process
� Long lasting water resistance
� Stain resistance
� 10 year warranty

Recacril® fabrics offer effective sunscreen protection as they filter high percentages of ultraviolet
radiation. The level of protection varies according to fabric type and depending on the weight,
thickness and color. Canvases with a higher weight protect better, and darker colors provide better UV
protection. The lighter colors in acrylic fabrics offer high levels of UV protection, Ultraviolet Protection
Factor (UPF) of up to +80 according to international standard UV Standard 801. Recacril® canvases
follow rigorous quality control standards throughout the manufacturing process, meeting all
requirements for obtaining approval of the UNE-EN 13561:2004+A1:2009 performance requirements
for awning safety

Awning Fabric



Cooley-Brite®II
The performance benchmark for
eradicable backlit flexible
substrates, this resilient, 20-ounce
product comes with a ten-year
warranty* Cooley-Brite II features
the proven performance of our
Cooley-Brite substrate with the
added protection of our
CoolThane® topcoat formulation,
which enhances cleanability and
extends the life of the product.

Cooley Group’s 90-year-history of proven performance via continually innovative
solutions and through the development of sustainable chemistry is evident across its
vast array of industrial applications. From its beginnings as merely a manufacturer of
awnings, Cooley has evolved into a global manufacturer of high-performance
polymeric solutions – ranging from military inflatable boats to commercial fuel tanks,
from billboards and banners to signs and awnings, and from commercial single-ply
roofing to water protection/preservation initiatives.

Awning Fabric



Cooley-Brite® Lite
Based on the same proven
technology as Cooley-Brite,
Cooley-Brite Lite is translucent,
flexible, and durable – it is also
lighter in weight, offering unique
flexibility for ease of installation.
This eight-year warranty*, 16-
ounce eradicable substrate is
engineered for high-color
brilliance and consistent color
transparency.

Cooley Group’s 90-year-history of proven performance via continually innovative
solutions and through the development of sustainable chemistry is evident across its
vast array of industrial applications. From its beginnings as merely a manufacturer of
awnings, Cooley has evolved into a global manufacturer of high-performance
polymeric solutions – ranging from military inflatable boats to commercial fuel tanks,
from billboards and banners to signs and awnings, and from commercial single-ply
roofing to water protection/preservation initiatives.

Awning Fabric



WeathertytePLUS —and its lightweight version WeathertytePLUS Lite—is a premium, textured vinyl
substrate used in awnings, canopies, umbrellas, pole banners, garden furniture, marine, and other
specialty applications. These weather-resistant and fully waterproof materials offer the luxurious
look, feel, and texture of decorative fabric.

WeathertytePLUS provides extremely effective coverage for any establishment, including retail
stores, restaurants, country clubs, hotels, schools, public buildings, mixed-use projects, residential
developments, strip malls, recreational vehicles (RV), mobile storage, and more. This new product is
stocked in thirteen custom colors (plus white) to enhance any storefront while protecting windows
and doorways from sun, rain, and snow. WeathertytePLUS is optimized for use with solvent, UV, and
latex printers, and is receptive to pressure-sensitive film.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
� Look and feel of a woven fabric, with

the benefits of a high-performance
composite vinyl

� Excellent weatherability, easy to clean,
and stain-resistant

� Waterproof
� Resists sagging
� Digitally printable, with virtually

endless design options
� Easy to handle and highly durable

throughout the fabrication process
� Less seaming during fabrication at 74”

wide
� Heat weldable

Awning Fabric



Awning Anchors

Manual T-handle for
installing hex-head
and square-drive

Penetrators except
PE9 and

PE46Hex/Guy

Ratcheting T-handle
for installing hex-head

and square-drive
Penetrators except

PE9 and
PE46Hex/Guy

PE26

It is the customers sole responsibility to review product for installation with your Architect and/or Engineer, your
customer, and the local political subdivision Building Department(s) to be certain that these products meet suitability,
fitness, and legal building code compliance.  Supply Bright, LLC and American Earth Anchors makes no representation,
either expressed or implied, that these products meet your local building codes or written Load Capacity.

Round Base Collar
Plated silver

For 1x1 Wall Mount

26” Penetrator - PE26
Aircraft quality cast aluminum 356 Alloy
Heat treated to T6 specifications
Install with 1” or 26 mm socket
Removable

Anchor your awning post without the
need for concrete - no digging.  Just
screw the PE26 Penetrator in the ground,
insert the Base Collar, secure your round
post to the collar and enjoy another
perfect installation

Call for the full product catalog of American Earth Anchors

PE46Hex

**See notes on price page for Load Capcity

Special Order Product...



Distributors Of:

Special Order Product...

The best screw you will have in the dirt

Awning Anchors



Questions and Answers

Q: How much slope should be on a flat roof awning?

A: Most building codes require a pitch of at least one-quarter inch per 12 inches. An awning with

a 4-foot projection should have a minimum of 1 1 foot slope from the building to the edge of the

awning.

Q: How many Z-Clips should be used for mounting my awning?
A: Z-Clips should be placed approximately every 6 inches along the horizontal and vertical
extrusions along the mounting surface.

Q: What is the largest Flex Face Frame we can make using the MP-5B?
A: The ultimate size of a MP-5B Flex Face Frame is virtually unlimited.  Using the Back Set
Brace (MI-20) and a back set bar placed in each corner and spaced every 4 to 6 feet, the frame
can be of almost any size.

Q: What are the engineering properties for Supply Bright's aluminum awning extrusions?
A: The engineering properties for Supply Bright's awning extrusion can be found on our web site
at: h# ps://docs.wixsta!c.com/ugd/48bb38_93f67bb365e84e91b711ce4bcb6ccda0.pdf?index=true
Please note that this engineering information does represent other manufacturers awningNOT
extrusion using the same product ID (i.e. MP-1A).

Q: What is unique about the staples sold by Supply Bright?
A: Unlike standard staples that “punch” straight thru the fabric and metal, our staples have a
“twist 'N lock” feature. This means that when the staple is being “punched” thru the fabric and
metal, the staple legs will twist to the side securing the staples from being pulled directly out of
the metal. Thus, holding the fabric more securely onto the frame against wind load.

Q: Are Supply Bright's staple guns different from other I can find on the open market?
A: Supply Bright's staple guns are manufactured by Apache and these can be found in many
hardware and DIY stores.  However, the units supplied by Supply Bright have been modified to fit
fully into the staple groove and they are also re-designed to stop the crown of the staples from
penetrating the fabric as the staples are “punching” thru the fabric and the metal.

Q: When do we use Fast Clips?
A: Fast Clips were designed with 2 applications in mind. The first application was for the Fast
Clips to be used as an on-site repair tool for fixing broken aluminum frames without having to
repair the frame in house, or have a welder on site.  Just use the correct shape to cover the
repair then attach the Fast Clip with tek screws.

The second application is to be used to assemble awnings without any welding.  Supply Bright's
Fast Clips come in over 10 different designs to meet different angles and connections of the
aluminum framing of your awning.  Using tek screws the Fast Clips are attached to the aluminum
joints for a completed awning.



Questions and Answers
Q: How far apart should the staples be in the staple groove holding in the awning
fabric?
A: Staples should be placed every 2 to 4 inches apart throughout all staple grooves.

Q: How do I remove the black water stains that appear on the aluminum?
A: Using the AluminoX from Supply Bright Safely cleans bare aluminum by removing road film,
grime, algae, scum, lime deposits, water stains and oxidation.  Mill or brushed aluminum will
never go back to the showroom finish. However, the whitish gray is 100% better than the
oxidized black.  Concentrated products makes 20 gallons.

Q:  Is there anything that can be used to protect aluminum from rust and oxidation?

A: Supply Bright's OxiX is an innovative, bio-friendly, rust and oxidation barrier that preserves

and protects all metals and a lot more. It can be used as a stand alone sealer or as a primer

that can be painted over with excellent adhesion. OxiX dries within minutes providing you with

a durable moisture and oxidation barrier on your surfaces that will last for years.  OxiX can be

applied over rusted or oxidized surfaces to prevent further corrosion.  Even if the coating is

penetrated, no rust or oxidation will creep back past the origin of the compromised metal.

OxiX has been specifically engineered to be one of the safest products on the market today.
OxiX contains zero VOC's; so, it can be used in areas with low ventilation such as confined
spaces. It is water-reducible, so solvent mixing has now become a thing of the past, making
your work environment safer. There are no special disposal requirements and cleanup is as
simple as washing with soap and water.

Q:  Our customers awning has lost the ability to repel water, is there a water repellent
coating that can be used?
A:  Supply Bright is a dealer for and they offer a Water Repellent product thatIossa Products
goes on most awning fabrics and dries with an invisible coating.  It protects from water, soil, oil,
bird droppings, and environmental pollutants. Recommended for use on awnings, canopies,
tents, patio furniture, cushions, umbrellas, tarps, boat covers, Bimini tops, hunting fabrics,
camping gear, leather, synthetics, and vinyl. Safe for use on Sunbrella Fabric. Formula is non-
solvent, and non-silicon. One gallon covers up to 150 square feet.

Q: What is the best method to remove and mold & mildew, and clean, an awning?
A: , offered thru Supply Bright, has a Mold & Mildew Stain Remover compound.Iossa Products
That is safe for acrylic fabrics like Sunbrella. It is non-chlorine, biodegradable and has no
harmful vapors. One jar makes up to three gallons of solution. One gallon cleans 150 sq. feet.



Organizations

Supply Bright is proud to be a member of ...

WCPA
WESTERNCANVAS PRODICTS ASSOCIATION

CANVAS

PRODUCTS

ASSOCIATION

ZONE 7

Industrial Fabrics

Association International

Professional Awning

Manufacturers Association

Supply Bright Proudly Supports...

SUNCOAST FOUNDATION
FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN INC.



I hereby certify that the information contained herein is complete and accurate. This information has been furnished with the understanding that it
is to be used to determine the amount and conditions of the credit to be extended. Furthermore, I hereby authorize the financial institutions listed
in this credit application to release necessary information to the company for which credit is being applied for in order to verify the information
contained herein.  For value received and in consideration of any extension of credit, the undersigned unconditionally guarantees responsibility,
ability and willingness to pay Supply Bright invoices.  Invoices are to be paid in accordance with the approved terms and conditions. All past due
invoices are applicable to a finance charge of 1.5% per month (18% APR).
All invoices are due within thirty (30) days of issue date

_________________________________________________________               ______________________________________
Signature Date

_________________________________________________ _______________________________________
Printed or Typed Name Capacity or Office

Form date 05/30/2014

Address: Address: Address:

Address: Address: Address:

Name / Address

Company Information

Bank References

Trade References

Business Credit Application
Account Setup



Pay In Full Deposit Balance

Project Name / Order Number Dollar Amount To Charge To Card

Company Name

Company Address

Name On Card Sales Order Number

Phone Fax

Request Receipt of Payment - E-mail Address

I AUTHORIZE SUPPLY BRIGHT OF FLORIDA THE USE OF CREDIT CARD ACCOUNT
NUMBER BELOW TO COVER ANY ORDERS AND SHIPPING AMOUNT FOR THE DATES SPECIFIED.

Circle One AMEX VISA MC

Account Number Exp. Date Security ID# on back of card

Date From Date To

I understand by signing this credit card authorization form below, charges will be charged to my credit card and no
reversal charge backs are allowed and I am responsible for payment of these charges made to Supply Bright

Authorized Signature Date

Please fax completed form to Supply Bright at 844-780-0910 or E-mail to Sales@SupplyBright.net

Yes No Call First

Ok to charge balance when ready to ship

Credit Card
Authorization Form





Terms: All orders are pre-paid, unless prior arraignments are made & approved through Supply Bright, LLC. & their appropriate finance company. Supply
Bright accepts Cash, Checks, Money Order, Wire Transfer, Visa, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover. Wire Transfers: $20.00 fee for domestic wire
transfers, $60.00 fee for international wire transfer. Funds require bank clearance prior to shipping.  N.S.F. check fee - $25.00. All orders are final.  Price
subject to change without notice.

Sales Tax: Supply Bright, LLC is required by law to charge applicable state & local sales tax on every item for which sales tax exemption certification has not been
provided on the 1st of every year.  Renewed tax exempt certificates are to be supplied to Supply Bright, LLC (fax or e-mail) upon expiration of current
certification.

Past Due Accounts: Unpaid past balance is subject to a 1 ½ percent finance charge per month (18% per year) or as directed by the appropriate finance company. Time
calculation starts the day item is shipped.  Orders on past due accounts will be put on hold pending resolution of balance.

Orders: Orders will be shipped form Supply Bright's proper fulfillment location; multiple freight charges may occur from different origin points. To guarantee
orders to be processed correctly, a customer's purchase order should proceed any verbal orders.  Supply Bright, LLC will not be held liable for any
misunderstanding of part or in full of any & all verbal orders.  Customer will be held liable for any & all orders.  Supply Bright, LLC reserves the right to
automatically fulfill back orders when product becomes available, unless backorder is cancelled in writing by customer. All metal orders are expected to ship in
three to four business days from receipt of order and payment. All non-metal orders are expected to ship in two business days from receipt of order and payment.

Returns: All returns require pre-authorization return number.  No returns are approved 15 days after sale & customized products are non-refundable. There is a 20%
re-stocking fee (excluding customized products) on returned merchandise.  Credit on account will be issued upon receipt of returned merchandise in new
resalable condition.  In-house credit ONLY will be issued for all returned merchandise. All customized products, & or fabricated products, cannot be cancelled
& are non-refundable once order has been processed by Supply Bright, LLC.  Fabric, awning kits, complete awnings, custom fabrication items, and used items
are not eligible for return.  Supply Bright is not liable for any costs or freight charges for the return of merchandise (in or out of warranty).

Warranty: Individual items carry their own limited guarantee / warranty. All Supply Bright products carry a 90-day warranty against defects in quality of
workmanship from date of invoice. Any defective product within the first 90-day period are to be returned to Supply Bright for replacement.  Supply Bright will
cover regular ground shipment for the replacement of defective items.

All products returned for warranty service after the first 90-days will be serviced by Supply Bright who will service the unit with used parts that are equivalent or
superior to new parts in performance.  Supply Bright may, at their own discretion, replace the product with a new or used product  Freight to and from Supply
Bright will not be covered for warranty and non warranty repairs after the first 90 days of ownership (from date of original invoice).

This Limited Warranty extends only to products purchased from Supply Bright or a Supply Bright authorized reseller. This Limited Warranty does not extend to
any product that has been damaged or rendered defective (a) as a result of accident, misuse or abuse; (b) as a result of an act of God; (c) by operation outside the
usage parameters stated herein; (d) by the use of parts not manufactured or sold by Supply Bright; (e) by modification of the product; (f) as a result of war or
terrorist attack; or (g) as a result of service by anyone other than Supply Bright.

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS WARRANTY, SUPPLY BRIGHT MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. SUPPLY BRIGHT
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES NOT STATED IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES THAT MAY BE
IMPOSED BY LAW ARE LIMITED TO THE TERMS OF THIS EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY.

Supply Bright is not liable for any damages caused by the product or by the failure of the product to perform, including any lost profits, lost savings, lost sales,
incidental damages, or consequential damages. Supply Bright is not liable for any claim made by a third party or made by you for a third party.

To obtain warranty service, please contact Supply Bright via E-mail at .  For product warranty information please visit our web site atSales@SupplyBright.net
www.SupplyBright.net

Freight: All orders are delivered common carrier, & will be prepaid or sent freight collect (carrier will collect freight charges at time of delivery). Any freight quote
given by Supply Bright, LLC its officers or employees (written or verbal) are just that – A Quote.  Final freight charges are subject to change at time of pickup, &
customer is responsible for paying any differences. All freight quotes are estimated to commercial address only.  Supply Bright will not be held liable for
delivery time or days.  It is the customer's sole responsibility to inform Supply Bright of any orders shipping to a non-commercial address, any additional charges
to non-commercial address after delivery will be charged to customer and due upon receipt.

Freight Claims: Freight claims are to be filed by the consignee or the paying party.  It is the receiving party's responsibility, at time of delivery, to check for any
visible damage to the product or the package & note such problems on bill of lading.  Multiple photos of damage MUST be taken by receiving party. If the
shipment was freight collect or customer payment, then the receiving party is responsible for ALL claim submission.  Replacement product & freight will be
charged to customer upon their request.  If shipment was third party billing (by Supply Bright, LLC, or invoiced to the customer) photos & noted bill of lading
MUST be submitted by the Consignee for proper damage claims.  Supply Bright, LLC will not be held liable for delay of product or service due to freight
claim/damages.  Freight claims & replacement products WILL NOT be processed until all proper information & paperwork of damage is supplied to Supply
Bright, LLC.

General Terms: Supply Bright, LLC acceptance of any order is subject to purchaser's assent of the terms & conditions set forth in the Supply Bright, LLC customer
application/herein.  Purchaser's assent to these terms & conditions shall be presumed from the purchase of all or any part of the goods & services ordered.  No
addition or modification of items or conditions shall be binding upon Supply Bright, LLC in writing. If the purchase order or other correspondence contains terms
or conditions contrary to the terms & conditions contained herein, Supply Bright's Terms & Condition will apply.

All sales are final. All returns require a Return Authorization & restocking fee. Freight charges are not refundable, additional freight charges may apply.  No cash
refunds, company credit only on pre-approved returns.  Non pre-approved returns will not be given company credit or refund.  Supply Bright reserves the right to
split orders & ship from multiple fulfillment centers & charge accordingly.  Pricing for product and services may change without notice.

Review structural drawings with a Local Architect. Engineer, your Customer, and the local Political Subdivision Building Department(s). to be certain that these
products meet suitability, fitness, and legal building code compliance.  Supply Bright makes no representation, either express or implied, that these drawings,
and our fabrication meet you local building codes

Awning Kits, Flex Face Frames and All Other manufactured/fabricated products or Items sold by Supply Bright LLC.





125 Corporation Way, Suite F, Venice FL 32485

Toll Free: 844-448-3207   Fax: 844-780-0910

SupplyBright.Net Sales@SupplyBright.net
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Manufacturer of Quality Awnings & Canopies for the Awning & Sign Industry


